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REBECCA RUTH GOULD

The Persianate
Cosmology of Historical
Inquiry in the Caucasus:
ʿAbbās Qulī Āghā
Bākīkhānūf’s Cosmological
Cosmopolitanism

COSMOPOLITANISM TODAYoperates within the framework of the nation-
state. Itsmost familiar iterations areEuropean, and evenwhenenrichedby pre-

modern precedents from ancient Greece and Rome, political theorists have diffi-
culty envisioning a cosmopolitanism derived from sources outside this matrix. Yet
any sustained inquiry into the concept reveals that Europehas nomonopoly oncos-
mopolitanism, and that it is older, broader, anddeeper than any singularEuropean
trajectory. At the same time, the contours and textures of non-Europeancosmopol-
itanisms remain obscure relative to their European counterparts. Where, when,
and how did cosmopolitanism matter in more distant times and places? Over the
courseof thepast twodecades, scholarshaveexaminedthis questionwith respect to
Sanskrit, Persian, and Arabic literary histories.1 These explorations have clarified
how premodern cosmopolitanisms’ways of mattering inflect and extend the scope
and meaning of cosmopolitanism today (see Pollock, “Cosmopolitan and Vernac-
ular in History”; and Gould, “HowNewness”).
The present article develops this emergent area of inquiry through an examina-

tion of the writings, life, and legacy of the polymath Persianate intellectual ʿAbbās
Qulī ĀghāBākīkhānūf (1794–1847). Bākīkhānūf cameof age in anera of empire, in
his case specifically of Russian incursions onto Qajar territory. While Bākīkhānūf

This project has received support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under ERC-2017-STG Grant Agreement No 759346: “Global Literary Theory: Caucasus Lit-
eratures Compared.”

1 See Pollock, “Cosmopolitan Vernacular”; and Language of the Gods. For preliminary efforts to adapt
Pollock’smodel to the Persian world, seeRicci, IslamTranslated ; King, “Ditching ‘Diglossia’”; andGould,
“Geographies of ʿAjam.”
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was born into what was the Qajar empire, his place of birth was incorporated into
the Russian empire with the Treaty of Gulistan (1813), ratified during his teenage
years. A prolific writer, scholar, andpoet inmultiple languages, Bākīkhānūf’smany
works include a Russian-language grammarof Persian, a treatise on formal logic, a
world geography, studies on Sufism and Shī ʿa theology, treatises on ethical con-
duct, and an introduction to astronomy.2 Alongside his prodigious original output,
Bākīkhānūf worked as a translator from Arabic, Turkish, and Persian into Russian
for the imperial administration, even as he criticized the specific modalities and
practices of Russian colonialism. His relationship to Islamic culture and heritage
was as pluralistic as was his critical engagement with the Russian imperial project.
As an intellectual who occupied multiple worlds simultaneously, and who

deployed his formidable linguistic talents to make the specific contours of each
of these worlds known to those who otherwise had no access to them, Bākīkhānūf
would appear to be a paradigmatic exemplar of cosmopolitanism, however this
term is understood. Yet merely asserting Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopolitanism does not
clarify why and how his work matters today. Many poets, writers, and scholars, par-
ticularly fromtheCaucasus, aspired toBākīkhānūf’s level ofmultilingual and inter-
disciplinary erudition. The distinctiveness of Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopolitanism’s is
first and foremost epistemic; it relates to his understanding of the relationship
between divergent knowledge systems, as well as to the nature of knowledge itself.
Rather than simply lauding anextraordinary individual, this articledocuments the
relationship between Bākīkhānūf’s particular brand of cosmopolitanism and his
interdisciplinary work at the intersections of science, history, and poetry. Closer
scrutiny of such disciplinary intersections within Bākīkhānūf’s work can help to
clarify his potential contribution to contemporary thiking about cosmopolitanism
as an interdisciplinary endeavor.
Concretely, the task of this article is to arrive at a clearer understanding of the

relationship among poetry, history, and science, as they were articulated on an
imperial periphery of the nineteenth century Persianate world. (Regions such as
the Caucasus, which were heavily influenced by Persian culture yet where this cul-
ture coexisted with other literary traditions, such as Arabic and Turkic, with none
achieving hegemony, are here described as Persianate.) I will show how Bākīkhā-
nūf’s cosmopolitanism is intrinsic to his interdisciplinary approach to historical
knowledge. Bākīkhānūf’s vision was not narrowly Islamic; he benefited heavily
from exposure to the core works of the European Enlightenment, of Russian his-
toriography, and of the sources of Greco-Roman antiquity. However, Bākīkhānūf’s
immersion in theclassical Persian andArabic traditions of the Islamic worldwas the
lens throughwhich these other traditions were engaged. Bākīkhānūf’s oeuvre pres-
ents us with auniquemergerof the literary, the scientific, and thehistorical, carried
out across an astonishing diversity of sources, and with a pluralism reflective of the
cultural diversity of the Caucasus as well as the epistemic diversity of the Islamic
world.
That Bākīkhānūf has been to date either ignored or truncated in most accounts

of Caucasus literary history is in part due to his fortuitous combination of cosmo-
politanisms, which, as I suggest in the pages that follow, works against the grain of

2 For a preliminary bibliography, see Hasanova 3–4.
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modern knowledge, while also contesting the parameters of the modern nation-
state. In thewords of a recent studyof theemergenceofmodern science in lateOtto-
man Egypt, scholars in this milieu, which Bākīkhānūf’s writings indirectly influ-
enced, “articulated a different set of relations of authority, in which those who
studied the stars and those who studied the scripture were newly remote from
each other” (Stolz 188). The present study engages with a world slightly preceding
this bifurcationbetween scienceandthe sacredtookplace,while tracing theways in
which this earlier world determined the trajectories of the bifurcation that was to
follow soon after.
Bākīkhānūf’s writing emerged from another cosmopolitan era, wherein “basic

ideas about the meaning of history—first developed in Iran, then adopted in
Egypt—became the standard approach inOttoman lands in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries” (Markiewicz 240). The early modern historiographical tradi-
tion referenced here inculcated an “approach to locating and defining history
within the classification of the sciences (taqsīm al- ʿulūm)” (Markiewicz 224) that
was epistemically and culturally cosmopolitan in equal measures. The new scien-
tific culture that emerged from the confluence of Persian, Arabic, and Turkic liter-
ary heritage in the early modern science of history fundamentally shaped the con-
ceptualizationof other sciences, including rhetoric, grammar, and astronomy.This
cultural understandingof history as science influenced therelationbetweenpoetry
and science as well. Given that Bākīkhānūf’s work traverses the domains of history,
astronomy, and poetry, the study of his ideas and reception can tell us much con-
cerning the interrelation of these knowledge forms in the cosmopolitan Caucasus.
Bākīkhānūf’smultilingual and multi-genre legacy reveals a cosmopolitan imagina-
tion that is uniquepartly through its combinationof the epistemic and the cultural.
Throughout this analysis, I draw on the Bākīkhānūf’s formal and linguistic hetero-
geneity to advance a proleptic critique of thenationalist conceptions of community
that became hegemonic following Bākīkhānūf’s death.
Bruno Latour has recently warned against adopting cosmopolitanisms such as

thoseof sociologistUlrichBeck that entail “no cosmos and hencenopolitics” (450).
Latour’s critique can be extended to the nationally rooted cosmopolitan visions of
Martha Nussbaum and Seyla Benhabib, both of whom develop a liberal vision of
the human community that accepts the legitimacy of national borders. By contrast
with such variations on liberal nationalism,Bākīkhānūf develops awayof being cos-
mopolitan that is also a wayof being at onewith the cosmos, immersed in thenumi-
nous, and absorbed within the vatic utterance. This cosmopolitanism prioritizes
the imagination over the nation. The following section considers how Bākīkhānūf
related this cosmopolitanism to the science of cosmology.

Astronomy as a Method of Inquiry

While this study is takenupwithBākīkhānūf’shistoriographic legacy, it was in the
domain of astronomy that Bākīkhānūf was most influential outside the Caucasus.
Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological treatise Secrets of the Immaterial Realm (Asrār al-Malakūt)
achieved significant renown during his lifetime. Originally composed in Persian
and subsequently translated by the author into Arabic, this work offers an overview
of the solar system, followedby theelucidationof specificQuranic verses andh

_
adīth
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(sayings of the Prophet and his companions) that can be related to the interpreta-
tion of this astronomical data.3During a pilgrimage toMecca toward the end of his
life, Bākīkhānūf presented Secrets of the Immaterial Realm to Ottoman sultan Abdül-
mecid (r. 1839–61), following which Grand Vizier Reşid Pasha commissioned a
translation of the text into Ottoman Turkish by Şerif Halil Elbistani.4 The Turkish
version is both a translation and a commentary that expands on Bākīkhānūf’s dis-
cussion of astronomy, while adding additional citations from the Islamic, and par-
ticularly the Ottoman, astronomical tradition, from Kâtip Çelebi to İshak Efendi.
It was this new composite edition of Secrets of the Immaterial Realm, published in

1848, that, as Daniel Stolz has shown, shaped discussions around the place of sci-
ence in society, and the relation between science and other forms of scholarship, in
late Ottoman Egypt. A booklet by the Egyptian official ʿAbd Allāh Fikrī Bey, enti-
tled A Treatise Comparing Some Astronomical Texts with what Appears in Sharī aʿ Texts
(1876) used the conceptions of science embedded in Bākīkhānūf’s treatise (as it
reached him through the Turkish translation and commentary) to expostulate on
theroleof science in society. Fikrī suggests in his booklet, whichdevelops the lineof
inquiry into the new astronomy initiated by Bākīkhānūf, that future scientific dis-
cussions of public significance should bemonitored by a “a great scientific society”
consisting of “eminent scholars, people of expertise, insight, and knowledge . . . to
whom everyone would submit their writing” (Fikrī Bey 20–21). Work found to be
acceptablewouldbepublishedwith a noteof approval (taqrīz

_
). Fikrīwas a thinker in

his own right, but his debt to Bākīkhānūf (and to the Turkish translator and com-
mentator Şerif Halil Elbistani) was clear, for it was in Bākīkhānūf’s treatise that the
latest advances within the science of astronomy were presented in synthetic form,
on the basis of what he had gleaned from Russian, as well as Arabic and Persian,
sources. Inthis way,Bākīkhānūf, anAzeri prince fromtheCaucasus shapedmodern
scientific culture within the Ottoman Empire, in as yet largely unrecognized ways.
Yet, while the full impact of Bākīkhānūf’s text was only felt in the aftermathof his

death and in the translation and dissemination of this work through subsequent
commentaries, methodological innovation is intrinsic to the text itself. Bākīkhānūf
went further than his predecessors in combining the epistemologies of religion
and science. From his point of view, there was no contradiction between the two
domains. In fact, the modern scientific Copernican system accords more closely
in Bākīkhānūf’s view with the Quran and the sayings of the prophet than with the
Ptolemaic system that the new astronomy had discredited. Bākīkhānūf argues that
the earlier Ptolemaic view is therefore less Islamic than the modern scientific
Copernican view that he wholeheartedly adopted. He advances this argument on
a basis that is both preeminently scientific and rooted in Islamic law. As he reasons:
Since imitation (taqlīd) would not be lawful in matters pertaining to the intellect, we accept what the
intellect prefers. Some Muslim scholars of new astronomy, who compared the Copernican view with
the rules of reason and observation, defended its correctness on the basis of the Quranic verses and

3 Neither the Persian nor theArabic versions of Asrār al-Malakūt (completed in 1841 and 1846, respec-
tively) have been published. For a description of a rare manuscript of the Arabic version held in the
Library of the Iraq Museum, see Naqshabandī and ʿAbbās 99.

4 This work was published as Bakülu Kudsi, Efkâr ü l-Ceberût fi tercü met-i Esrar il-melekût (1265/1848).
The reception of this text in the Ottoman Empire is documented in İhsanoğlu 36–37n81.
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the traditions of the Prophet. . . . The Copernican view conforms to the clear and definite proofs
deduced from geometry and moreover, to the Quranic verses and the traditions of the Prophet; as for
the Ptolemaic view, it is the opposite.5

Here we see a rationalist synthesis that is also religious in aspiration, and which is
advanced in full conformity with Islamic law and the Islamic tradition. These for-
mulations also serve as a prolegomena to Bākīkhānūf’s understanding of history
and its relationship to the scientific method, to which I now turn.

History as Example

Among the many fields in which he worked, Bākīkhānūf’s contribution to the
study of history, and in particular to history as a science, is arguably his most sub-
stantial contribution toCaucasus literature. I focus here on the dialecticof example
and evidence in his work to better understand how Bākīkhānūf’s epistemic cosmo-
politanism intersects with the multilingual cosmopolitanism of the Caucasus. At
the same time, I consider how Bākīkhānūf’s dialectic between poetry and history
conceptualizes anew the relation between empiricism and literary form. The Per-
sian tradition is of course not unique in synthesizing poetic and historical knowl-
edge;hybrid literary historiographies werewidespreadbeforemodernity.6And yet,
in Persian as in other traditions, modern scholars often fail to discern the shaping
roleof poetry as they excavateworks concernedwith thepast (Bashir 541n35).Addi-
tionally, Bākīkhānūf’s programmatic statements concerning the complementarity
of Islamic legal principles and the scientific method prompt the question of how
the generative relationship he perceived between them pertained beyond the
sphere of astronomy.
The focus of this reflection on Persianate cosmopolitanism is Bākīkhānūf’s

Earthly Garden (Gulistān-i Iram, 1841), a historical chronicle that is also a genre-
crossing text involving poetry and other literary forms. Bākīkhānūf’s astronomy
forms a crucial intertext to his approach to thewriting of history.Garden structures
its material, primarily from the past, according to three broader aims: (1) as an
example fromwhich subsequent generations can learn; (2) as a source of empirical
knowledge that canberevised in light of laterevidence; (3)as anethical foundation
for a cosmopolitan concept of selfhood and community that contrasts with later
nationalist identitarian models.
Bākīkhānūf synthesized the learning of past centuries into forms and themes

that made it suitable for transmission to future generations. Audrey Altstadt help-
fully summarizes his legacy when she notes that Bākīkhānūf’s vision for imperial
rule in theCaucasus was“usurpedby tsarist bureaucrats, altered, andput into effect
in a form that suited theneeds of the tsarist system rather than the indigenous pop-
ulation” (86).Altstadt adds thatBākīkhānūf’splan“served as thebasis formore than
sevendecades ofdebateoneducation reformandevenconstitutedthebasis—again
in distorted form—for Soviet-era education policy” (86). Meanwhile, Ottomanists

5 I cite here the translation in İhsanoğlu 38.
6 For the interface of poetry and history in other Asian literatures, see Busch (for Hindi); Pollock,

“Mīmām
_
sā and the Problem of History in Traditional India” (for Sanskrit); and Phillips, “Histories,

Micro- and Literary” (for European historiography).
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have begun to document the extraordinarily geographic reach of Bākīkhānūf’s
ideas about science across the Ottoman world, through the channels of transmis-
sion noted above. Given these wide-reaching temporal and spatial ramifications, it
is remarkable that Bākīkhānūf remains obscure within scholarship on this period,
along with a host of other marginalized writers from the Caucasus.7 The present
inquiry aims to recover Bākīkhānūf’s forgotten legacies, and also, no less funda-
mentally, to explore their relevance to contemporary conceptions of cosmopolitan-
ism, to faith-based understandings of scientific inquiry, and to the concomitant
notions of intellectual community that are entangled within these relations.
In the process of investigating Bākīkhānūf’s understandings of science and cos-

mopolitanism, my research substantiates the historical trajectory outlined by
Cemal Aydin for the concept of a Muslim world. Aydin argues that Muslims in the
first half of the nineteenth century had yet to internalize the “hegemonic and
monolithic narratives of Islam versus the West” that had become common sense
by the 1880s (64). The precise bifurcation traced by Aydin, as Europe’s relations
with the Islamic world became increasingly polarized and racialized, corresponds
to the trajectory of Bākīkhānūf’s life. Born into a world that would soon be incor-
porated into the Russian empire, and employed as a translator of Oriental lan-
guages for the Russian administration for twenty-five years, Bākīkhānūf benefited
from imperial power. At the same time, hewas an impassioned advocate for Islamic
learning, and an assiduous cultivator of a broadly Persianate cosmopolitanism. He
produced multiple works critical of the Russian administration’s handling of Cau-
casus affairs, even while in imperial service, including a report critical of the 1837
uprising in Quba in support of Polish independence, and promulgated an educa-
tional policy that has been described as “an attack upon [Russian imperial] policy
and [its] mode of thought” (Altstadt 89; see also Bakikhanov, Sochineniia, zapiski,
pisʹma 16–17, 148–50; Guseinov 2:82–84, 103–4). Even as Bākīkhānūf developed
the cosmopolitan ethos internal to the Persian tradition, he strove to defend the
Muslims of the Caucasus “from a powerful regime’s zealous efforts to Russify and
Christianize” them (Altstadt 89).
In developing a concept of history as example, Bākīkhānūf was building on pre-

decessors such as Miskawayh (c. 940–1030), author of the historical chronicle
Tajārib al-umam (Experiences of Nations) which developed the “relationship between
historical phenomena, reflection, and future action” that informsmany Islamichis-
toriographic texts (Markiewicz 231). Miskawayh’s historical chronicle “reflects a
new paradigm: a lesson (ʿ ibra) to be learned” (Endress 529–30).8 While the idea
of history as example did not originate with Miskawayh, Bākīkhānūf’s approach
was certainly shaped by these and later precedents. Similarly to the praise lavished
on the historical method in his preface, Bākīkhānūf’s concluding presentation of
history as the scienceof experience(tajrubah)pivots onhis convictionthat this expe-
rience benefits the entire community.
Among the resources at Bākīkhānūf’s disposal for structuring his narrative

were past Islamic engagements with non-Islamic, particularly Indic and Mongol,

7 Bākīkhānūf might for examplehavebeen expected tomake an appearance in important works such
as Vejdani, Kashani-Sabet, and Tavakoli-Targhi, but he is nowhere to be found.

8 For Miskawayh’s concept of experience as adumbrated in Tajārib , see Khalidi 170–76.
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civilizations. In theearly Islamicencounter with Indic civilization, theCentralAsian
historian al-Bīrūnī systematically studied India’s learned traditions and presented
them in rigorous historical sequence in his Book on the Verification of What Is Said
about India (Kitāb tah

_
qīq mā lil-Hindmin maqūla). Rashīd al-Dīn (1247–1318), vizier

to the Mongol Ilkhanids, used the Uighur-Chinese animal calendar to examine
the histories of Europe, India, Central Asia, and the rest of the Islamic world.9

Both al-Bīrūnī andRashīd al-Dīn situatedworld history withinnon-Islamic chronol-
ogies. Like these Central Asian and Ilkhanid predecessors, Bākīkhānūf deployed
anecumenical and eclectic intellectual genealogy.Thismeant synthesizing the var-
iegated and at times conflicting testimonies of the Roman historian Ammianus
Marcellinus (d. 390) with the Greek historian Priscus (d. 472) concerning the
Huns (Bākīkhānūf, Gulistān-i Iram 10), Pliny and Ptolemy concerning Armenian
geography (12), Herodotus concerning the Scythians (13, 30), and the Armenian
historian Moses Khorenatsi (d. 490s) concerning the Bolghars (28).
Along with its many intertexts with prior Islamic historiography, poetry perme-

ates Bākīkhānūf’s text, giving material form to its cosmology.Muchof the poetry is
composed by poets from theCaucasus. Centuries earlier, another writer fromShir-
van, the poet Khāqānī (d. 1199), who is featured inGarden, had used Bākīkhānūf’s
concept of ʿibrat—history-as-lesson—to humble the sultan by invoking ruins from
times past.10 After visiting the ancient ruins nearMadā’in(called Seleucia andCte-
siphon in pre-Islamic antiquity), on the banks of the Tigris River and near contem-
porary Baghdad, Khāqānī composed what is arguably his most famous poem. The
qas
_
īda (ode) onMadā’in is equally legible as a lament for a lost civilization and as a

critique of worldly power. Just as Bākīkhānūf saw history as a way of teaching
throughexample and evidence, so doesKhāqānīuse the vatic utterance to facilitate
his readers’ edification. Khāqānī’s qas

_
īda on the Madā’in ruins famously begins:

ناهنکرظنهدیدزانیبتربعلدیاناه
نادتربعهنییآارنئادمناویا

Beware, oh my lesson-taking heart, gaze with your eyes, beware!
See the aivan of Madā’in as a mirror of lessons [ʿibrat]. (Khaqani 358)

Ruins, Khāqānī argues, have heuristic value. They comprise evidence, comparable
to inscriptions, coins, and other material artifacts. Inasmuch as history instructs,
these artifacts have ethical value. The poet’s task of gleaning lessons from the rem-
nants of Sasanian civilization correlates with Bākīkhānūf’s understanding of the
task of the historian. Whereas Khāqānī carried out this task in the form of a
poem, Bākīkhānūf sought to create this effect in his prose.

History as Evidence

Islamic historiography is densewithoccasions wherein historians interrupt their
narratives to reflect on questions of method. Among themost famous of such inter-
ruptions is thedisavowal of prejudiceby theGhaznavid-era jurist and scholarAbū’l-
Faz::l Bayhaqī (994–1066). Bayhaqī is among the best knownNew Persian expositors

9 For the Persian appropriation of the Chinese animal calendar, see H
_
amadānī 1:561–80.

10 For themany meanings of ʿibrat in this text, see Clinton. For the link between classical conceptions
of ʿibrat and modern Iranian historiography, see Amanat.
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of what has recently been described as the “rationalist”method of Islamic histori-
ography (Khan 545).11 “I will make no statement driven by fanaticism [taʿas

_
s
_
ub] or

anger,”writesBayhaqī shortly before launching intohis famously graphicnarration
of theexecutionof aGhazanvid vizier, “that will causereaders to say: ‘Shameonthis
old man!’Rather I will say that which readers can approve and not reproach” (251).
Bayhaqī’s disavowal of prejudice precedes one of themost detailed accounts of tor-
ture in Islamic historiography. Even when Bayhaqī strives for objectivity, his
“description of the events leading up to [the vizier’s] execution on a trumped-up
charge of heresy, and of the indignities hewas forced to suffer, present [him] in the
role of a martyr” (Meisami, “Exemplary Lives” 357).
Bākīkhānūf combines the genres of travelogue, historical chronicle (t

_
abaqāt),

and tazkirah (a commemorative compendium of famed individuals, often poets)
todevelophis cosmopolitanhistoriographicmission.12 Inthepreface tohisGarden,
Bākīkhānūf takes Bayhaqī’s methodological reflexivity a step further. Turning in
NewHistoricist fashion to the past, “not as an end in itself, but as a wayof providing
perspectives on the present” (White 41), Bākīkhānūf appeals to history to teach les-
sons that cannot be impartedbyotherdiscourses. Functioning like a school, history
offers instruction in“life experience[tajrubah-i ʿumrī]” (Bākīkhānūf,Gulistān-i Iram
2). In making history a foundation for future action, Bākīkhānūf develops an
understanding of history that resonates with that of the fifteenth century Timurid
historianH

_
āfiz

_
Abrū, for whom “the purpose of history is consideration and reflec-

tion (i ʿtibār va istibs
_
ār) upon that knowledge, through which a historian could dis-

cern the appropriate course of future action” (Abrū 73).
By appealing tohistory as to a schoolof experience,Bākīkhānūf adds to anearlier

historical tradition’s emphasis on objectivity a new interest in perception as a nexus
of historical meaning. Bākīkhānūf also adds to this insight an additional interest,
drawn from his interest in science, in the fruits of evidence as gleaned through the
eyes. The travelogue of Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn Shīrvānī (1780–1837) expresses the high
value placed on evidence gleaned through travel. In an oft-cited aphorism, Zayn
al-ʿĀbidīn declares:

دیوپهدیدانهرلقعارچ
دیوگهدیددیوگهچرهردنلق

Why should reason tread the unseen path?
The eye says whatever the wanderer [qalandar] says. (69)

Here Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn compares the process of evidence-based reasoning to the
acquisition of knowledge about the world through wandering. Empirical results
are generated by what is seen on a journey. Crucially, both processes mentioned
in this verse, reasoning and seeing, depend on evidence. Bākīkhānūf similarly
insists on history as a form of intellectual inquiry that is based on reason as well
as evidence. For him, the imagination advances reasoned inquiry and the results
of the imagination are subject to empirical verification. Historical inquiry thereby

11 Khandistinguishes between ʿaqlī (rationalist) historiography, which he associates with authors like
Bayhaqī and naqlī (transmission-based) historiography, which he associates with authors who engaged
more extensively with the imagination. Bākīkhānūf combines both methods.

12 In rendering tazkirah as a “commemorative compendiumof poets,” I follow Kia, for whom this ren-
dering “showsus something about thecultural and social contexts of [Persian] authors in away that is less
dependent on, but still mindful of, the value of the factual content of their entries” (90).
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parallels the process through which scientific knowledge is acquired, refined, and
tested.
Bākīkhānūf adopts a somewhat different approach to the evidentiary value con-

ferred by travel. As he recounts, travel reduced his ignorance (jahl), added to his
repertoire of experience (Gulistān 281), and revealed the absurdity of his former
convictions and assumptions. His capacity to traverse genres and disciplines was
extended as a result of what he saw abroad. However, while he eulogizes the
value of experience in terms that resonate with Persian travelogues such as those
of Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopolitanism is cultivated by his imagination
rather thanbyhismovements betweencountries.Bākīkhānūf comes closer todevel-
oping a stationary cosmopolitanism that resonates with the efforts of Latour, Sten-
gers, Appiah, and Jusdanis (204–5) to theorize cosmopolitanism through the expe-
riences of those who lack the means or ability to traverse continents.
While crossing genres, Bākīkhānūf also refines ethical norms. New Historicist

Stephen Greenblatt has programatically argued that “art”—a category that for
him includes historiography—“does not pretend to autonomy, and the written
word is self-consciously embedded in specific communities” (7). Although Green-
blatt’s subject isRenaissanceEngland,hisNewHistoricism sharesmuch incommon
withearly modernPersianate culture’s conceptual terrain. As with his predecessors
such as H

_
āfiz

_
Abrū, Bākīkhānūf’s conception of historical inquiry involves the self-

scrutiny of the object on itself. His conceptualization of history as both evidence
and example addressed to future rulers also brings his text into relation with the
mirror-for-princes genre, known in Persian as akhlāq. Bākīkhānūf’s initial contribu-
tion to this genre was Tahdhīb al-akhlāq (The Refinement of Character), a title that
invokesMiskawayh’sExperience of Nations, mentioned above.13 An abridged version
of Tahdhīb was translated by the author from Persian into Turkish and entitled
Admonitions (Nas

_
īh
_
atlar). As he brought the agenda of this genre of ethical norms

(akhlāq) into alignment with a new science of history, Bākīkhānūf developed a cos-
mopolitanism comprised of multiple different modes of intellectual inquiry.
In concluding, Bākīkhānūf recapitulates his biography, including the circum-

stances of his birth, his education, and his career in the service of the tsar (Gulistān
281). Inopening, hepresentshimself as a“humbleauthor who, lacking accomplish-
ment, is always eager to improve his self” (2). The self-effacements that puncture
the preface are found throughout this work, which culminates in a brief account of
the author’s travels through imperial Russia and its bordering territories. Notwith-
standing the text’s broad temporal ambit, whichoriginates in pre-Islamic antiquity
and concludes with the incorporation of Shirvan into the Russian empire in 1813,
Garden is bookmarked by the author’s own temporal trajectory. In generating a
dual narrative—first, of the geography the author has seen with his eyes, and sec-
ond of his personal biography—this text adheres to the “pattern of representing
alternative histories as independent streams of time” (Bashir, 533) followed by
Safavid-era text such as H

_
abīb al-siyar (Friend of Biographies) by Khwāndamīr (d.

1534). Additionally, however, Bākīkhānūf’s understanding of history as evidence
and example is informed by an engagement with what he terms wāqi ʿī (the actual).

13 An edition of this unpublished work is being prepared in Persian by Elmin Aliyev (Khazar Univer-
sity, Azerbaijan). On this work, also see Hasanova 21.
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While European rationalists fromHume onward severed myths ineradicably from
facts in their philosophies of history, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmology of historical inquiry
envisions a discipline that synthesizes all eclectic domains of experience, including
myth, astronomy, and poetry, into an epistemically heterogeneous whole.14
During the same years that Bayhaqī was composing his history in Persophone

Ghazna, al-Bīrūnī (973–1048) castigated Persian court poets in Arabic for crafting
royal genealogies from the lineages propounded in Ferdowsī’s poetry and for
inventing “laudatory stories” (al-Bīrūnī, Al-āthār al-bāqiyah, 37). Bākīkhānūf’s ecu-
menical approach roots Ferdowsī’s partly pre-historical lineages fully within histor-
ical time.Although “our nature[t

_
abʿ-imā] is attracted to the scienceof history[ʿilm-i

tārīkh],” Bākīkhānūf writes, wemust reconcile empirical approaches with aesthetic
ones. He therefore incorporates “actual stories [h

_
ikāyāt-i waqi ʿī]” alongside “leg-

ends [afsānah]” (Gulistān 1) into his historical cosmology.
Partly through his rendering of literary events in historical time, Bākīkhānūf ini-

tiates a dialogue between science and the imagination within his text. On multiple
occasions,he treats Ferdowsī’sShāhnāmah and thenarrativeromances of Niz

_
āmī (d.

1214) from nearbyGanja as historical and ethnographic sources. Similarly to Bākī-
khānūf, ʿAt

_
āMalik Juvaynī (d. 1283), historian of theMongol empire, relied heavily

on the Shāhnāmah in his history of the Mongol conquest of the Caucasus ( Juvaynī
442).Theevidentiary value Juvaynīattributed topoetry typifiedthehistoriographic
tradition within which he worked. Subsequent Persian historians including H

_
amd

Allāh Mustawfī Qazwīnī (d. 1349), Ah
_
mad Tabrīzī (fourteenth century), and ʿAbd

al-Malik ʿIs
_
āmī (d. 1350) all modeled their historical works on Ferdowsī’s epic.15 By

incorporating this epic into their canon, Persian historians learned to portray the
past cyclically, as an imaginary geography wherein“kings areconfrontedwith anal-
ogous situations as they attempt to rule their dominion with justice and to deal with
political realities and ethical choices regarding their sons, warriors, subjects, and
neighbors” (Babayan, 29). Bākīkhānūf adds to theold Islamic conceptionof history
as example a new conception of history as an evidence-based science that is subject
to contingency and verification. While there were premodern precedents for this
latter school of thought, in Bākīkhānūf, this development is associated with the sci-
ence of the new astronomy that promoted a Copernican over a Ptolemaic concep-
tion of the universe.
Buttressing history with poetry, Bākīkhānūf explicates his geographyof theCau-

casus through the Shāhnāmah’s accounts of battles and wars (Gulistān 14). Bākīkhā-
nūf also describes a Safavid military campaign in theCaucasus by citing Ferdowsī’s
epic poem (132). Ferdowsī’s Shāhnāmah is treated as a text with evidentiary value,
and hence as removed from the cyclical pattern described above. Throughout his
engagement with Ferdowsī, Bākīkhānūf continues the tradition of treating epic
poetry as a source of evidence concerning pre-Islamic Iran.16 Alongside his time-
honored use of Ferdowsī’s epic as history, Bākīkhānūf drew on additional poetic
sources of authority, inparticularNiz

_
āmī’s verseromances.Forexample,Bākīkhānūf

14 On Hume’s severance of history from themiraculous, see Phillips, “Relocating Inwardness.”
15 These are the authors of, respectively, Z

_
afarnāma, the Shāhanshāhnāma, and Futūh

_
al-salat

_
īn. For a

discussion of later Persian authors whomodeled their historical works after Ferdowsī’s epic, see Sharma.
16 For Ferdowsī as an historian in the Persian historiographic tradition, seeMelville xlv.
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turns to Niz
_
āmī’s poetry to explain why sarīr, the Arabic word for throne, was also

used to name a kingdom in Daghestan (7) and elsewhere narrates the events that
transpired in history between the Sassanian ruler Khusrow Parvīz and his beloved
Shīrīn (58–59), using Niz

_
āmī’s narrative as his primary source. Arabic historians

such as al-Kūfī, al-Balādhurī, and al-T
_
abarī drew extensively on a poetic corpus to

advance their historiographic agendas, but they did not explicitly theorize the sci-
entific value of such evidence (Beeston and Conrad 191).
Bākīkhānūf’s treatment of poetry as evidence does not prevent him from criti-

cally scrutinizing his sources, poetic and otherwise. Doubly advancing a scientific
method while honoring poetry’s felicitous fictionality, Bākīkhānūf regarded the
weighing of conflicting “reports [akhbār]” and “scarce materials [qillat-i āthār]” as
fundamental to the pursuit of historical objectivity (Gulistān 22). Rather than
uncritically adopting rubrics inherited from the proto-nationalist knowledge sys-
tems of colonial modernity, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitanism emerged
from Islamic ways of knowing and Persianate visions of human belonging. The his-
torical juncture he inhabited, within the geography of empire while contesting
colonial knowledge, and wherein science and the imagination were mutually con-
stitutive rather thanmutually excluding, enabled himto gracefully traverse the epi-
stemic domains of science and the imagination, in terms that remain in many
respects unsurpassed to this day.
For Bākīkhānūf time is personified, and made to commune with itself in all its

multiplicity. “As on the day of resurrection [rūz-i rastākhīz],” writes the historian,
“tribes from different centuries [t

_
awā’if mukhtalifeh-i qurūn] assemble each in their

own garments, with their own norms [akhlāq], customs [ʿādāt], and traditions”
(Gulistān 1). When Bākīkhānūf imagines the centuries assembling together at the
end of time, he notes that they will “receive the results of their good or bad deeds,
without vested interests [bī gʿharaz

_
]” (2). Through such dialectics, Bākīkhānūf’s his-

toriographymediates betweenpast andpresent.While cultivating impartiality, his-
tory transmits the advice of the ancestors (aslāf ) to their descendants (akhlāf ) (2). It
also accounts for seemingly randomdistributions of wealth and the seemingly arbi-
trary rise and fall of civilizations. Embodied in this way, history functions for Bākī-
khānūf as it did for the Italian historian Arnaldo Momigliano, as “a way of seeing
how the world was formed, howmancame about, what religion and morality were”
(Momigliano 177; see also Gould, “Antiquarianism as Genealogy”). History is, in
brief, a method for making sense of a seemingly arbitrary assemblage of facts. For
Bākīkhānūf as forMomigliano,history encompassesmultiples worlds, andmultiple
levels of creation, including “all the vast numbers of nonhuman entities making
humans act” (Latour 454). Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopolitan historical method also res-
onates with William James’s concept of the pluriverse, whereby heterogeneity is
written into the structure of experience. Such is Persianate cosmopolitanism at
the level of the cosmos.
Muchof what has been argued this far concerning Bākīkhānūf could be claimed

for many Persianate texts. And this is perhaps the most important point to stress:
even when Bākīkhānūf introduced a new scientific dimension into Persianate his-
torical inquiry, he kept faith with cosmologies of his predecessors. In rejecting the
Ptolemaic system, Bākīkhānūf saw no reason to lose sight of the numinous. Having
considered how Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological historical method intersects with past
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methods of inquiry, I now turn to his immediate temporal andpolitical horizon, to
examine how Bākīkhānūf engaged with his colonial present. Of particular interest
and importance to any inquiry into the influence of European historiography on
this Persianate author is thework of the famedhistorianof theRussian stateNikolai
Karamzin (1766–1826).

Historicism and Nationalism

While Bākīkhānūf’s familiarity with Islamic and especially Persian historiogra-
phy is profound, the references to modern European sources that suffuse his text,
above all to theRussian historianNikolai Karamzin, testify to his engagement with
a new genreof historical writing.Karamzin’smagnumopus, the twelve-volumeHis-
tory of the Russian State (1818–26), was completed just fifteen years before Bākīkhā-
nūf concluded his history of Shirvan and Daghestan. A critic, statesman, and
founder of Russian sentimentalism, Karamzin modeled his history of the Russian
state, whichmarks the apexof eighteenth-centuryRussia’s“textual approach tohis-
tory” (Schönle 748), on the monumental survey of the rise and fall of the Roman
empire that Edward Gibbon had published three decades earlier.17 Like Bākīkhā-
nūf, Karamzin embarked late in life on formal historiographic inquiry. Both
authors began their writing careers in the sphere of belles-lettres, and both wrote
history with the intentions of creating new worlds rather than simply documenting
existingones.“Thehistoryhehad inmind,”Karamzin’s best biographer states,“was
not an academic but rather a literary creation [that] . . . sought in the records of the
past raw materials for an essentially imaginative undertaking” (Pipes 52; emphasis
added). This characterization of Karamzin’s historiography is equally apt as a
description of Bākīkhānūf’s dialectic of science and the literary imagination.
While Bākīkhānūf combined an interest in history and astronomy with a love of

poetry, by the timehecomposed hisHistory of theRussianState, Karamzin hadmade
a name for himself as a writer of sentimentalist fiction. Karamzin’s most famous
work, “Poor Liza” (1792), a short story that chronicles a Russian nobleman’s seduc-
tion of a young peasant girl, has been deemed “the most powerful and popular
work of high literature Russia had ever seen” when it was published (Herman 1).
In his Letters of a Russian Traveller (1801), Karamzin enhanced his literary reputa-
tion by producing a series of “candid, direct, factual, and discriminating” depic-
tions of European mores (Freeborn 2). Bākīkhānūf’s description of his journey
through Eastern Europe at the end of his Garden may also have been influenced
by Karamzin. As in early modern Persian, in the Russian intellectual milieu, “his-
tory was still considered an integral branchof literature” at the time of Karamzin’s
writing (Pipes 52). In this respect, it resembled the Persian, Arabic, and Turkic tra-
ditions that similarly valued the role of the literary imagination in empirical
inquiry. In arguing that reflection on the events of times past aided in the cultiva-
tion of aesthetic and ethical experience, Bākīkhānūf and Karamzin both stressed
the evidentiary value of the imagination, as a mode of perception that assists in
distinguishing between truth and falsehood.

17 Karamzin discusses Gibbon in his diary (Neizdannyia 1:203).
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In accounting for the beginnings of human history, Bākīkhānūf relies on major
Persian histories, most prominent among which are al-T

_
abarī’s History (Tārīkh),

H
_
amd Allāh MustawfīQazwīnī’s Select History (Tārīkh-i guzīdeh) and his Book of Vic-

tory (Z
_
afarnāma),Mīr Khvānd’sGarden of Purity (Rawd

_
at al-s

_
afā), and its anonymous

abridgement, Compendium of Reports (Khulās
_
at al-akhbār). As he moves forward

in time, Bākīkhānūf’s source base diversifies. Allusions to the aforementioned Ara-
bic and Persian texts are mixed with references to “Karamzin and other chroni-
clers” (Gulistān 24), “Karamzin and other Russian annalists [qāramzīn va sāīr-i
mūvarrekhān-i rūs]” (27), while adding the qualifier “according to Karamzin [be
qawl-i qāramzīn]” (32). Bākīkhānūf does not generally organize his narrative accord-
ing to the provenance of his sources. Instead, he produces a synthetic narrative that
gives equal weight to poetry andprose, as well as tomaterials of Persian, Arabic, and
Russian origin.
Early in his narrative, Bākīkhānūf cites the German historian Johann Christoph

Gatterer (1727–99) to improve onHerodotus’s account of the origins of the Sarma-
tians (Gulistān 13). Bākīkhānūf writes as if the Russian historian belonged to his
own tradition. The author of Khulās

_
at al-akhbār, Mīr Khvānd, and Karamzin are

all described as annalists (mūvarrekhān, 32).When he introducesGatterer, Bākīkhā-
nūf distinguishes modern historiography from its ancient (Herodotean) counter-
part, which he critiques as founded onmyth rather than evidence.When he comes
to Karamzin, Bākīkhānūf incorporates him into a longer-standing Persian tradi-
tion, thereby merging the Russian historian’s voice with his own.
Like Bākīkhānūf, Karamzin begins his magnumopus with a dictum that reveals

his understanding of history’s social mandate. “History is in a certain sense the
sacred text of peoples [sviashchennaia kniga narodov],” Karamzin writes. “It is pri-
mary, necessary; the window reflecting [people’s] ways and activities; it is the expli-
cation of the present and exemplification of the future [iz’iasnenie nastoiashego i
primer budushego]” (Istoriia ix). Bākīkhānūf makes a closely related claim. Indeed,
his statement in his preface that history “gives the form [s

_
ūrat] of the future [āyan-

dah] in the clothing of the past [lebās-i guzashtah], so that you may learn from its
example[ʿibrat]” (Gulistān 2) skillfully interweaves Karamzin’s vision with a longer
tradition of history-as-example within Islamic historiography. And yet whatever
Karamzin may have contributed to Bākīkhānūf’s account of history-as-example,
there were also older precedents for this discourse within Persian poetry and
Islamic history, some of which have been outlined above.
Evencloser to the spirit of Bākīkhānūf’s text is Karamzin’s argument forhistory’s

social relevance. Bākīkhānūf describes history as a discourse that effects a resurrec-
tion (rastākhīz) across generations and centuries. Similarly, for Karamzin, “history
speaks from beyond the grave, raising the dead, and puts life into hearts and
words into ears” (Karamzin, Istoriia x). Just asBākīkhānūf noted that history(tārīkh)
explains the reasons of poverty and wealth and rise and decline, so does Karamzin
affirm that istoriia reconciles the citizen (grazhdanin) to the world’s injustice, and
specifically to the injusticerife inpolitical life. “History,”writesKaramzin, “encour-
ages acquiescence towards the incomplete order of things [poriadka veshchei] . . . it
consoles [citizens] for political catastrophes, and testifies that disasters, and even
worse, have always occurred, while the government stood firm” (Karamzin, Istoriia
ix–x). Cultivating an ethical sensibility, history inclines the soul toward a collective
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sense of justice(nashe blago) that reaches beyond the individual (x).Working within
a discursive space that accepts the evidentiary value of the imagination along with
its role in creating history as an example to future generations, Karamzin andBākī-
khānūf advance cognate visions of history as a discourse necessary for the stability
of the polity.
While Bākīkhānūf follows Karamzin in many particulars, he diverges from his

example in at least two respects. The first pertains to his treatment of the imagina-
tion, which for Karamzin is primarily a function of individual taste. Karamzin is
regarded as the foremost exponent of Russian sentimentalism, a literary movement
originating in Germany which profoundly influenced pre-Romantic Russian liter-
ary culture.18 Foregrounding the role played by taste—Geschmack, vkus’, goût, in
their respective European languages— in the formation of character, sentimental-
ists such as Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Laurence
Sterne turned to fiction to examine the process whereby the self became an affec-
tive category.19 Karamzin contributed to this movement by applying sentimentalist
aesthetics to the writing of history. While Karamzin is persuaded that knowledge
about the past is best accessed affectively, Bākīkhānūf approached the imagination
by means of classical Persian poetics. This approach conceives of the imagination
scientifically, as a systemgovernedby rules that elucidate a collective aestheticexpe-
rience. Rather than naming individual emotions, Bākīkhānūf is interested in how
specific material artifacts, such as ruins (āthār), generate specific kinds of evidence.
The seconddivergencebetweenthePersian andRussianhistorian stems fromthe

Persianate cosmology that informed Bākīkhānūf historical writings as much as it
did his work on astronomy. This is reflected in their starkly different treatment of
theconcept of thenation-state,whichKaramzinglorifies,whileBākīkhānūf,writing
for adifferent audience,downplays.WhereasKaramzin frameshis work as a history
of the Russian state told from the perspective of an emergent nation, Bākīkhānūf is
less tethered to a perception of the nation as the key agent in history. What Nuss-
baum might have called Karamzin’s patriotic cosmopolitanism is negated by Bākī-
khānūf’s nonnational cosmological cosmopolitanism.
AsBākīkhānūf nodoubt perceived,Karamzinperformed a tensebalancing act in

his efforts to reconcile the writing of cosmopolitan history with the construction of
thenation-state.At one level, theRussian historiancelebrates thecosmopolitanout-
look of themoderncitizen(grazhdanin). “Weare all citizens, in Europe, India,Mex-
ico, andAbyssinia,”Karamzinproclaims in aplural voice that conjoins theproject of
state building with the territoriality of empire. “Our personhoods are tied to our
homelands,”hecontinues. “Welove[ourhomelands]with all ourheart, becausewe
love ourselves. Let the Greeks and the Romans captivate our imaginations; they
belong to the human family and are not alien to us on account of our goodness
and weakness, glory and shame” (Istoriia xi). Here as elsewhere, Karamzin makes
of national identity a foundation for cosmopolitan solidarity. His use of national
history to construct a political self diverges sharply from Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopoli-
tanism, which is structured more by the cosmos than by the nation.

18 For Karamzin and Russian sentimentalism, see Hammarberg, From the Idyll to the Novel. A classic
study of Russian sentimentalism is Kochetkova.

19 For philosophical links between taste and ethical self-fashioning, see Saisselin 121.
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In contradistinction to Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitanism, Karamzin’s
thinking is structured by national boundaries. In this respect as in others, his ideol-
ogy of space corresponds to the cosmopolitan idioms associated with the Enlight-
enment, most famous among which is Immanuel Kant’s insistence on replacing
“national delusion [Nationalwahn]” with a combination of “patriotism and cosmo-
politanism” (Kant 1353, 591). Even while discerning traces of an “enlightened cos-
mopolitanism” in Karamzin’s oeuvre, scholars caution against taking “Karamzin’s
apparent cosmopolitanism too literally,” given his “romantic idealization of pre-
Petrine Moscovy” as a prefiguration of the Russian nation (Offord 99). Similarly,
others have remarked on how Karamzin combined a “cosmopolitan culture” with
an “increasing nationalism” (Martin 185). While these caveats tell us much about
nineteenth century Russian historiography, they also reveal tensions internal to
Enlightenment cosmopolitanism that persist to this day in the thinking of Martha
Nussbaum and Seyla Benhabib, both of whose cosmopolitanisms accept the legiti-
macy of the nation as a unit for political belonging. Far from being an anomaly
within Karamzin’s oeuvre, the tension between nationalist nostalgia and territorial
cosmopolitanism is internal to Enlightenment cosmopolitanism as such.20 Karam-
zin is in this respect an intellectual progeny of the Enlightenment, rather than an
anomaly within the Enlightenment universalist mandate. When the peculiar affil-
iation between nation-based thinking and cosmopolitan aspiration in Karamzin’s
work is situated within its time and place, it becomes apparent that it was Bākīkhā-
nūf, more than Karamzin, whose cosmopolitanism overcame national categories
that were treated as natural within Enlightenment imperialism. By contesting the
territoriality along with the historiography that constituted the sovereign nation,
Bākīkhānūf’s cosmology also contains the seeds through which imperial legacies
can be effectively contested today.
Even as Karamzin optimistically universalizes nation-based affiliation, he con-

trasts Pozharsky, the seventeenth century prince who led Moscovy’s struggle for
independence, to Themistocles and Scipio, the archetypal heroes of Greek and
Roman antiquity. This parallel serves to legitimize affective ties based on national
identity by conferring on them an ancient etiology. “My heart still beats faster for
Pozharsky than for Themistocles and Scipio,” Karamzin declares (Istoriia xi). The
Russian historian explains his passion for nation-based identity by contrasting the
generality of feeling entailed in world history to national history’s ability to gener-
ate affective ties to a specific place. “World history, with all of its great memories,
beautifies the world for themind,” proclaims Karamzin (xi). By contrast, “Russian
[rossiiskaia] history beautifies thehomeland [otechestvo]wherewe live andwherewe
feel” (xii).
Karamzin’s affective appeal to national sentiment is succeeded by an even more

contentious framing of Russia’s imperial geography, ripe with implications for our
understanding of Russian imperialism in the Caucasus. The History of the Russian
State incorporated the Caucasus into the Russian empire only five years after the
Treaty of Gulistān (1813) brought parts of the Caucasus, including Bākīkhānūf’s

20 For the intertwinement of Enlightenment cosmopolitanism and nationalism, see Delanty, esp. 42;
vanHooft and Vandekerckhove(esp. Siby K. George, “Cosmopolitan Self and the Fetishismof Identity,”
63–82); and Cheah, Inhuman Conditions esp. 20–44.
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place of birth, under Russian rule. In Bākīkhānūf’s words, this treaty, signed in the
village of Gulistan on theborder betweenArmenia andAzerbaijan, requiredQajar
Iran to yield to Russia “the lands and the khanates of Ganja, Qarabagh, Talesh,
Sheki, Shirvan, Baku, Qobbeh and Darband, all of Daghestan and Georgia and
theneighboring tribes, and relinquished anyclaimon[these territories]” (Gulistān
201). In recognition of the intimate links between imperial expansion and histori-
cal knowledge, Bākīkhānūf named his text in part after this treatise, the signing of
which Karamzin elliptically commemorates in a subtle and strategic vindication of
the imperial project:
As we gaze on this singular power that is Russia, [we see that] Rome in its greatness could never have
beencomparedwith this empire that reigns fromtheTiber to theCaucasus, from theElba to theAfrican
sands. Is it not surprising how this earth, so divided by natural boundaries, immeasurable in its
expanses and impassable forests, its cold and hot climates, such as Astrakhan and Lapland, Siberia
and Bessarabia, can comprise a single state [derzhavuyu] with Moscow? It is even more surprising that
this mixture of peoples is so ethnically distinct [raznoplemennykh], so various, and so distant from each
other in their educational attainments. Just like America, Russia has its barbarians [dikikh]; like other
European countries, there is also [on Russian territory] the foundations of a long-standing public life
[grazhdanskoi zhizni]. (Karamzin, Istoriia xii)

Karamzin’s favorablecomparisonof Russia toRome,his celebrationof the former’s
empire’s ethnic diversity at a time when many of the territories claimed by this
empire had yet to be officially annexed, and his contrast between citizens and bar-
barians are all part of an endeavor to strengthen and legitimate the Russian impe-
rial project.
Karamzin’s imperial rhetoric makes Bākīkhānūf’s engagement with him all the

more striking. By contrast with Karamzin, Bākīkhānūf offers a vision of cosmopol-
itan community rooted in the cosmos rather than thenation. Evenwhen he concurs
with Karamzin in celebrating the Treaty of Gulistān, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopolitan-
ism is cosmological rather than nationalist. Rejecting the omnipotent angle of
vision fostered by history written from the perspective of the state, Bākīkhānūf
describes contacts and exchanges instead of conquests and battles. His historio-
graphic method is particularly apparent at the end of the text, which is devoted
to poets from the Caucasus. The cosmopolitanism that informs Bākīkhānūf’s con-
ception of place generates a mode of thinking about community that is non-
territorial and non-national and as suchepitomizes the Persianate literary legacy.21

Karamzin’s territorial approach to history is problematized within Bākīkhānūf’s
historical method. To Karamzin’s historicism, Bākīkhānūf counters with scientific
cosmology. He counters Karamzin’s nationalism with the injunction to the erst-
while historian to avoid fanaticism (ta aʿs

_
s
_
ub-i millat) and to resist partisanship

toward one’s own country (t
_
arafdārī-yi wat

_
an) (Gulistān 2). Both points recall Bay-

haqī, yet now there is a greater emphasis in Bākīkhānūf on the scientific method
as refracted by modernity. Keeping faith with the poetic forms through which the
past ismediated to the present, Bākīkhānūf rejects Karamzin’s dictum that “history
is not a novel [istoriia ne roman]” (Istoriia xv). He insists on the literary status of

21 For another perspective on Persian poetry’s contribution to thinking beyond thenation, seeGould,
“HardTranslation.”Also compare the analysis of theĀtishkadah, a tazkirah by Lut

_
f ʿAlī ibnĀzar Baygdilī

(d. 1781) by Kia, who argues that while this text “seeks to map poets onto geography” there are many
junctures in which “place has a secondary role as a marker of origin” (104).
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historical events, while also treating poetry as evidence.Themodernhistoricist con-
struction of poetry as the opposite of evidence that was already gaining ground in
Karazmin, and whichwas to inform subsequent Rankean historiography, was alien
to Bākīkhānūf’s historical imagination.
In his efforts to envision communal belonging outside the framework of the

nation, and outside the world constructed by colonialism, Bākīkhānūf found that
thePersian texts fromeraspast came tohis aid.Hecrafted auniquely cosmopolitan
cosmology that was as historical as it was literary by conjoining Islamic science,
poetry, and thenew nationalist historiography, with thenew astronomy he gleaned
from Russian sources. Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitanism is a combined
product of theempiricismofmodern scienceandclassicalPersian aesthetics. Incon-
tradistinction to the Enlightenment cosmopolitanism promulgated by Karamzin,
Bākīkhānūf’s geography resists the seamless boundaries of territorial nation-states.
Bākīkhānūf’s geography elaborates a conception of Persianate identity broader

than that captured by a single language. His Caucasus comprises “a mixture of
all human groups” (Gulistān 252) and is characterized by the “intermingling of
peoples” (mamzūwaj-i ahlī) (17). Alongside his cosmological cosmopolitanism that
emphasizes continuities in time over contiguities in space, Bākīkhānūf follows in
the footsteps of the Persian travellers Mīr ʿAbd al-Lat

_
īf Shūshtarī (d. 1805) and

Tafaz
_
z
_
ul H

_
usayn Khān (d. 1800), whose journeys across the world in search of

knowledge engaged critically with European scientific norms (Tavakoli-Targhi
1–17). Like these authors, Bākīkhānūf’s synthesis of poetry and history resists
nationalist paradigms that erect borders around identities.
Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitanism is realized through a deep textual

lineage: fromantiquity to thepresent, fromArabic toPersian, and froma seemingly
placeless Persianate geography to a strikingly local and provincial Caucasus.
Although he traveled throughout the Russian empire and its bordering domains
in an official capacity as translator for the Russian state, Bākīkhānūf’s travels did
not shapehis thinking as fundamentally as didwhat he read at home.Bākīkhānūf’s
intellectual biography substantiates Paolo Sartori’s assertion that among Muslims
of the Russian empire, salient connections were forged “across compositional gen-
res” as well as across polities (227). Persianate Central Asia and the Caucasus were
linked by the literary forms their authors chose to work within as much as by the
imperial formation that linked thempolitically. The deterritorialized literary com-
munity that comprisedPersophonecosmopolitanism“transcended actual acquain-
tance, political loyalties, social ties . . . and ethnic commonalities . . . to create line-
ages based on poetic sensibilities” (Kia 90).

Generating Wonder in the Caucasus

Among thedistinctive features of Bākīkhānūf’smergerof poetry and history is its
use of a mountainous topography to generate wonder. Bākīkhānūf builds here on
the rich ʿajā’ib (mirabilia) tradition in both Arabic and Persian.22 Collectively, this
tradition represents the Caucasus, alongside other exotic geographies such as

22 For a recent study of this genre, see Hees.
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Hindustan, as a spacebeyond national geography.23Having drawnontheCaucasus
in developing his cosmological cosmopolitanism, Bākīkhānūf perceived how its
geography could also structure a distinctive understanding of the relationship
between poetry and history.
As his narrative draws to a close, Bākīkhānūf returns to the methodological

reflections with which he opened, while shifting away from history and toward
the genre of the commemorative compendium (tazkirah), through which poetry
was transmitted to Persian readers.24 Bākīkhānūf’s tazkirahs in miniature include
biographical introductions to and lengthy quotations from the oeuvres of poets
chosen by region, era, or other relevant rubrics. He introduces the “people of the
provinceof Shirvanwhoaremasters of composition[s

_
āheb-i taʿlīf]or whohaveother

virtues that merit description” (Gulistān 252). The vast majority of thesefigures are
poets, and, asmight be expected given the geographic focus, the list is illustrious. It
includes Khāqānī (cited above), Falakī, Niz

_
āmī, Mahsatī, Abū’l ʿAlā Ganjevī, and

Mujīr al-Dīn Baylaqānī (252–66). After exhausting the catalog of poets from times
past, Bākīkhānūf embarks on the lengthiest entry. Symptomatically for a text con-
cerned with the creation of new knowledge and new ways of knowing, this entry is
dedicated to the author himself.25

Referring to himself in self-deflecting Persian style as “a poor soul [bī biz
_
ā aʿt

jānī],” Bākīkhānūf describes how his prodigious erudition and multilingual flu-
ency attracted theattentionofGeneralErmolov, commander inchiefof theRussian
armies in the Caucasus from 1817 to 1827. In the annals of Caucasus historiogra-
phy, Ermolov is known for promoting a policy of “ruthless expansion that soon
turned the region into a cauldron of anti-Russian resistance” (Khodarkovsky 44).
Bākīkhānūf’s suggestion of a different side to Ermolov’s character signals another
departureby the author fromthenorm.Bākīkhānūf recalls howErmolovemployed
him in government service as an interpreter in Tiflis, where he learned to read and
write inRussian(Gulistān 280).His position in the colonial administration required
him to travel throughout the regions (wilāyāt) of Shirvan, Armenia, Daghestan,
Cherkessia, and Georgia, as well as to the Ottoman Empire, Ukraine, Russia, Lith-
uania, and Poland (280).26
In spite, or perhaps because, of having been introduced to “scholars of great

fame of Europe” (Gulistān 281), and to wondrous lands, in each of which he added
to his experience (tajrubah), Bākīkhānūf’s exposure to the world taught him that
“the high positions of the world are in fact extremely low” (281). “Our great accom-
plishments,” Bākīkhānūf philosophizes in rhyming prose, “are mere products of
nothingness” (281). Consistent with saj ʿ, a form of prose that borrows from the
associative structures of poetry (as well as the Quran), Bākīkhānūf’s rhymed
prose semanticallyconjoins“property” (māl)and “condition” (h

_
āl) to“destruction”

23 The best-known text in this tradition is Zakariyyāʼ b. Muh
_
ammad al-Qazwīnī, Kitāb ʿAjā’ib al-

makhlūqāt wa-gharāʼib al-mawjūdāt, on which, see Zadeh.
24 For an overview of this genre, see GulchīnMaʿānī.
25 This same structure, a tazkirah-esque summaryof local intellectual life followed by anencapsulated

authorial biography, was later deployed by the Daghestani writer H
_
asan al-Alqadārī, who consciously

modeled his Āthār-i Dāghistān on Bākīkhānūf’s Gulistān.
26 Bākīkhānūf’s travels are discussed in Keremov.
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(zevāl).27 Recollecting the reversals of fortune that he witnessed over the course of
his life propels Bākīkhānūf toward his conclusion. Bākīkhānūf embraces history as
example and poetry as evidence rather than isolating scientific inquiry from the
imagination. “In that our wealth is subject to destruction, our freedom and power
are subject to change,” Bākīkhānūf reasons, only “education and culture [ʿilm o
adab]” can be depended on to cultivate ethical selves (281).
Per Bākīkhānūf, science confers stability amid social upheaval. Cosmology sus-

tains Bākīkhānūf’s historical imagination, which diverged as substantively from
its Enlightenment precedents as it did from the nationalist forms of historical dis-
course that followed. Whereas Karamzin glorifies the state, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmol-
ogy is informed by a cosmopolitan Caucasus that was never, until it came under
Russian rule, in thrall to any single empire, and which until the Soviet period was
not subject to a totalizing nation-based understanding of its space. The geographic
expansiveness of the pre-Soviet Caucasus results in part from the Persianate con-
ceptions of community and identity that inform Bert Fragner’s conception of
“Persophonie.”
Muchmore than a battleground for imperial ambitions, as in the vast majority of

colonial (and indeed precolonial) histories, the Caucasus for Bākīkhānūf is a place
(mah

_
al) of wonders (Gulistān 15), a mountain full of wonders (16), and an abode

(dīyār) full of wonders(29). Incontrast toQazwīnīandothermedieval authors work-
ing in the ʿajā’ib tradition, Bākīkhānūf’s conception of wonder deploys the new sci-
entific methods associated with theCopernican system. Recalling his predecessors
whose musings about the Caucasus were unsubstantiated by evidence, or based on
outmoded conceptions of science, Bākīkhānūf takes to task their rendering of this
region as a geography situated “at the end of the civilized world” (15) and popu-
latedbydemons and fairies(dīvāno parīyān). In an ageof world travel,wherereaders
and authors alike travel “to the far corners of the world” and traverse “the western
and eastern hemispheres,” Bākīkhānūf rejects the tendency, prevalent in the writ-
ings of both Islamic and European travelers to the Caucasus, to treat this region as
an empty receptacle for myth and fantasy.28 He thereby moves beyond much con-
ventional travel literature by rejecting an epistemology grounded in an exoticizing
framework. For exoticism and fantasy, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitan-
ism substitutes scientific knowledge. Without disdaining wonder, Bākīkhānūf
asks his readers to use poetry to nuance rather than simplify their understandings
of place. By historicizing wonder, Bākīkhānūf gives narrative priority to a long his-
tory of cultural exchange over ethnic animosity (between for example Armenians
and Azeris) in his broad narrative of Caucasus history.
Epistemiccosmopolitanism and cultural cosmopolitanismconverge increasingly

as his narrative progresses. Bākīkhānūf fittingly concludes his narrative of Shirvan
and Daghestan, as well as the story of his life, with a poem, composed by himself,
that argues for poetry’s capacity to generate new styles (t

_
arh-i now) and to offer les-

sons to the future by transforming old designs (rasm-i kuhan) (Gulistān 282):

27 For saj ʿ in classical Arabic oratory, see Jones 95–97.
28 For European travel literature, see Knut Hamsun’s In Adventure Land (I Æventyrland, 1903), pub-

lished in English as InWonderland; and Alexandre Dumas, Adventures in Caucasia (originally: Impressions
de voyage: Le Caucase).Older Islamic examples are discussed inGould, “Modernity of Premodern Islam.”
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راگنعیادبکلکدنکنرگ
راکشآنهکمسرزاونحرط
دهدیناشنفالسازتسیک
راگدایدهنفالخاهبهفحت

If the wondrous pen does not inscribe
a clear new style from the old,
who can give the account of the ancestors
as a remembrance gift to their descendants?

The purpose of histories such as his own, Bākīkhānūf implies in these and other
concluding verses, is to transcend passing fashions with an example inspired by
gleanings from the past. Notably, the poet’s pen (kilk) is as wondrous, and indeed
as cosmopolitan, as are the geographies traversed by his work.
Two contradictory goals driveBākīkhānūf’sGarden. Inthefirst instance,Bākīkhā-

nūf wishes to shine a light on recent events. In the second instance, he generates a
text that will signify across time, and for a distant audience. Bākīkhānūf’s title,
Gulistān-i Iram, condenses this duality of purpose. At itsmost literal, gulistān evokes
a rose-garden, the archetypal symbol in Persianpoetics fororder and harmony(see
Subtelny; andHusain esp. 87–113). At the same time, theword gulistān names both
the villagewhere the treaty that ratifiedAzerbaijan’s incorporation into theRussian
empire was signed and the famous text on ethics and self-fashioning by the poet
Saʿdī of Shiraz (1210–91), which exemplifies the akhlāq genre.
Bākīkhānūf merges the imaginary and the historical qualities of his garden.

“The earthly garden [gulistān-i iram],” he begins by explaining, “is situated near
Mount Qāf” and is “full of streams and fruit-bearing trees” (Gulistān 15). Linking
the imagination to history, Bākīkhānūf adds that “some say that Gulistān-i Iram is
the place called Gulistān in Qarabagh, where the treaty [ʿahdnāmah] between Rus-
sia and Iran was signed in the year 1228 [=1813]” (15). Implicitly, these words acti-
vate the Quranic meaning of Iram as an earthly paradise, inhabited by the people
of ʿĀd, “possessors of lofty buildings, / the like of which were not created in the
[other] cities” (Q. 89: 6–9).29 Particularly important in this context are the earthly
associations of Iram, an unknown city that some scholars have linked to ancient
cites such as Alexandria or Damascus. As a result of such (unconfirmed) linkages,
Iram has a historicity lacking in non-earthly paradises. Persian authors prior to
Bākīkhānūf capitalized on Iram’s historical associations, including Mīrzā Aqbal,
who served at the court of Tipu Sultan (r. 1782–1799) in the Carnatic region of
southern India and described the Sultan’s garden (Bāgh-i Iram) in a treatise on
the subject, and the Urdu poet Shāh Mustaʿān, who used the Iram motif in his
Urdu abridgement of Rūmī’s Masnawī.30 Iram’s historicity assisted Bākīkhānūf in
his efforts to link poetics to scientific cosmology.
In composing Garden, Bākīkhānūf grafted onto Persian and Arabic history the

methodologies he gleaned from Karamzin and other modern European histori-
ans. Yet his approach was reflexive and transformative. Enriched by European
norms, styles, and values, he transformed these methods through his expertise in

29 For the possible historical correspondents for the Quranic Iram, see Glidden. For Iram in Persian
poetry, seeMeisami, “World’s Pleasance.”

30 MīrzāAqbal,Ah
_
wāl-i bāgh-i Iram (India Office Library #2813, fol. 76–80) and ShāhMustaʿān, Bāgh-i

iram (Bangalore: Mat::baʿ-i Firdausī, 1874).
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Persian genres and Islamic historical traditions. Long before the project of provin-
cializing Europe became a battle cry within the academy, Bākīkhānūf provincial-
izedEuropean historiography, not in the senseof making it marginal (as perChak-
rabarty) but in the sense of expanding its range of meanings to accommodate the
Caucasus. In Persianizing European knowledge and Europeanizing the Islamic
historiographic tradition,Bākīkhānūf made the literatures withinwhich heworked
legible to a much wider audience, many of who later accessed his work in Russian
translation.31

Cosmological Cosmopolitanism after Colonialism

Among themost interesting aspects of Bākīkhānūf’s Garden is its rich tsarist-era
and Soviet reception history. Although it has not been substantively discussed in
English, Bākīkhānūf’s Garden is arguably the most influential, and certainly the
most original, work of history composed in the nineteenth century Caucasus. Its
influence is attested through its incorporation into two key modern histories of
Daghestan, in Azeri Turkish and Arabic, respectively: H

_
asan al-Alqadārī’s Vestiges

of Daghestan (1894/5) and Nadhīr al-Durgilī’s Stroll through the Minds of the Genera-
tions of Daghestan Scholars (c. 1935). The work’s multilingual impact suggests the
need for rethinking the relation betweenPersophone and Persianate literary tradi-
tions. Bākīkhānūf’s hybrid text inculcates a Persian ethos to a variety of non-Persian
authors and audiences, in many cases motivating these authors to conceptualize
the history of the Caucasus in more cosmopolitan terms.
Bākīkhānūf’s history was written in a context that clashed sharply with the world

within which it was received. New borders were introduced into Persianate culture
during the lateQajar period, along with an“historical consciousness attuned to . . .
Iranian nationalism” (Amanat 4). When he treated poetry as evidence and history
as example, and developed a non-national and non-territorial cosmopolitan cos-
mology, Bākīkhānūf chronicled a juncture in space and time that was on the thresh-
old of radical transformation. Persian authors who followed in Bākīkhānūf’s wake,
above all Fath

_
-ʿAlī Mīrzā Ākhūndzāda (1812–78), another Turkic writer from

nearby Nukha, were more inclined to uncritically embrace European forms of
knowledge as an alternative to Qajar backwardness.32 This embrace extended in
Ākhūndzāda’s case to a plan to abolish the Arabic script and replace it with his
own version of the Latin alphabet (Ākhūndzāda, Alifbā-yi jadīd va maktūbāt). The
hostility expressed by Ākhūndzāda toward Islamic learning was part of a broad
campaign to replace Islamic pasts with ascendant European ideologies, which
acquired particular force during the Soviet period. Finally, another thinker,
Mīrzā ʿAbd al-Rah

_
īm T

_
ālibūf (1834–1911), who shared Bākīkhānūf’s cosmopoli-

tan outlook especially as regards modern science, also developed a unique means
of challenging hegemonic concepts and ideologies through his location in the

31 For the Russian translation, done by the author himself but unpublished during his lifetime, see
Bākīkhānūf,Gulistān-i Iram.

32 A significant contrast to Bākīkhānūf’s idealism is themore cynical approachofĀkhūndzāda, as evi-
denced in his Maktūbāt Kamāl al-Dowleh. See Gould, “Critique of Religion as Political Critique” and
“Memorializing Akhundzadeh.”
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Caucasus (Gould, “Dissidence”). Each of these figures in their own way developed
the tradition inaugurated in 1841 by Bākīkhānūf’sGarden. The resistance Bākīkhā-
nūf’s work continues to offer to nationalisms of east and west partly explains the
neglect of his deterritorialized historiography, both within his lifetime by Russian
readers, and in the centuries following his death, within Iranian intellectual
history.
Although (or precisely because) they werenever absorbedwithin theirown time,

the deterritorialized geographies that span Bākīkhānūf’s vast and variegated oeu-
vre can guide readers in the postcolonial post-Soviet present as we retrieve cosmo-
politan forms of knowledge and experience that were silenced when colonial
modes of thought, with their attendant bifurcations of poetry and the imagination,
were internalized in the Caucasus. Although Bākīkhānūf’s text was in Persian, its
reception helped to bring Arabic, Turkish, and Russian authors into conversation
with each other. When the classical Persian tradition was superseded by Russian
Orientalist learning, the readerly community that spanned Bengal to Bosnia was
further torn apart. At the same time, Bākīkhānūf’s cosmological cosmopolitanism
gave way to more localized channels of transmission and influence. Garden was
read so widely across the Caucasus during the Soviet period in Russian translation,
that, as Altstadt noted, the text became “imbedded in contemporary policy” (86).
The influence of this work has not diminished to this day, where it is among the

most widely distributed pre-Soviet text in Baku bookstores, even when its content is
censored in recognizably Soviet ways, to reinforce ethnonationalist divisions. Soviet
and post-Soviet censorship focuses on Bākīkhānūf’s favorable depiction of Arme-
nians, which has proven impossible to reconcile with current (state-backed) hostil-
ity toward Armenians in connection with the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Floor
and Javadi’s criticismof the Soviet edition of Garden speaks volumes for the episte-
mic limits, not only of the Soviet reception of Bākīkhānūf, but of Enlightenment
cosmopolitanism in general, and sheds new light on anundertheorized dimension
of the lineage leading from Kant and Karamzin to Nussbaum and Benhabib. Not
only did the Soviet editor not translate any of the poems in the text; “he does not
even mention that he has not done so” (Floor and Javadi xvi). Most tellingly, the
Soviet edition “suppresses . . . the mention of territory inhabited by Armenians,
thus falsifying history” (xvi).
Such criticisms reveal how, in the Caucasus and generally, epistemic cosmopoli-

tanism and cultural cosmopolitanism are dependent on eachother. The loss of one
entails the loss of the other. Themore the censor clamps downon thefirst, themore
likely the latter will be impoverished. With his Garden, Bākīkhānūf developed an
epistemic cosmopolitanism rich in cultural content. He forged a science of history
through his knowledge of the cosmos. As with the ancient Cynics who were among
thefirst todevelop this concept,Bākīkhānūf’s cosmos refers“to theworld, not in the
sense of the earth, but in the sense of the universal” (Appiah xiv). Bākīkhānūf is a
universalist, with all that that entails, but his universalism is literary and aesthetic
rather than imperial and hegemonic. Methodologically innovative and culturally
cosmopolitan in the pre-Enlightenment sense, Bākīkhānūf looks beyond (and
before) the territoriality of the nation-state. His work thereby anticipates recent
advances in the critique of scientific knowledge by Bruno Latour, for whom the
proposition of Ulrich Beck and other proponents of liberal cosmopolitanism are
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marred by a limited capacity to engage with radical difference. Hence Latour’s
advocacy of the “cosmopolitical” in contrast to (Enlightenment) cosmopolitanism,
and his kinship with Bākīkhānūf. With Latour and a range of other post-liberal
scholars, Bākīkhānūf asks, in a language all his own, how the world we inhabit
“can be slowly composed” (Latour 457) of our multitudinous differences.

University of Birmingham
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